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Second Quarter 2018

The Rise of Uncertainty
As growth continues, spurred by policy reform and deregulation, investors grow cautious about the increasing
cost of that growth and the longevity of the current cycle. While fundamentals remain strong and we remain
constructive, we are growing more vigilant of uncertainties and protective of recent gains.
Key Takeaways:


The U.S. economy continues to coast along in a “Goldilocks” state, but volatility has picked up from
record low levels and corrections become more likely.



Data signals become more balanced as survey data remains at high levels and hard data ticks up.



Bond yields are likely to continue to rise, and credit spreads will likely remain tight.



Risks include geopolitical unpredictability, global interest rate and fiscal policy uncertainty, a China growth
slowdown, and possible trade war escalation over tariffs.

Over the past few years, financial markets and the global economy seem to have been coasting on cruise control,
driving down a freeway through light traffic. Volatility had been extremely low and market declines nearly nonexistent. Investors have grown accustomed to what many call a “Goldilocks” economy; an economy that is “just
right,” not growing too fast or too slow, with low unemployment, low inflation, and low interest rates. Additionally,
equity markets had gone an unprecedented length of time with low volatility.
While the U.S. economy continues to grow, equity markets have finally tapped the brakes, falling over 10% from
their peaks at one point and officially entering into a correction. Investors reacted to the possibility of faster
interest rate hikes in response to the prospects of higher growth, spurred by even lower unemployment and tax
reforms. Fixed income investors took notice of the increased inflation prospects, and bonds sold off, sending the
yield on 10-year Treasury bonds up to levels not seen since early 2014.
Ironically, it was good news that prompted investor fears that the economy is heating up too fast, which would
cause inflation expectations to rise and the Fed to react and raise interest rates faster than market participants
anticipated. Once again, good news became bad news. Corrections are never fun, but as we mentioned in our
annual outlook, the Federal Reserve is not blind to this momentum building in the economy and volatility is likely
to increase. However, the return of volatility is actually a return to normalcy.
In early 2017, we were monitoring the divergence between soft data vs. hard data. After the election, “soft data”
(i.e., survey-based) spiked, but “hard data” (i.e., empirical) did not. The optimism in the survey data was focused
on the prospects of tax reform, infrastructure spending, and deregulation. Now that a year has passed and we
have gained some clarity on these prospects, we revisit this divergence and consider various potential risks such
as policy missteps around tariffs and delays in getting fiscal policy implemented. Looking ahead, we will discuss
the investment implications for the second quarter and beyond.

Global Economy
According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s second estimate, the U.S. economy grew at a rate of 2.5% in the
fourth quarter of 2017f. For the year, 2017 real GDP growth was 2.3% compared to 1.5% in 2016. The third and
final estimate is coming later in March, but these numbers should be close to the final figures and confirm that the
U.S. economy is continuing on a solid growth path. We anticipate that growth will likely pick up in 2018 as the tax

legislation starts to take effect. Economists estimate that this could boost the growth rate by 0.2% to 0.5%. Any
risk of fund appears low in the near term, but as interest rates increase, this risk increases over the intermediate
term.
We expect corporations to redeploy some of their 2018 tax savings to fixed investments, but the magnitude of the
increased business investment may depend on the tightening labor market. If the competition for labor increases
and companies are forced to offer higher wages, the ensuing wage inflation could eat into capital spending.
January saw a jump in wage growth, but that appeared to be an anomaly when February’s subdued growth
marked a return to trend. Notably, however, increased wages should help drive consumption, which represents
roughly 70% of GDP, and consumers should also benefit from the individual tax cuts in the near term.
The impact of the tax cuts are evident in the projected budget deficit, as illustrated in Exhibit 1, which will increase
as government spending picks up modestly and tax revenues fall. Although this may put upward pressure on
interest rates over the longer term, in the near term, we expect it will provide a tailwind to the economy as
consumers enjoy increased purchasing power. In February, the U.S. recorded its largest budget deficit since
2012, as spending rose 2% and revenues fell by 9%. However, we should take this one-month reading with a
grain of salt, as some of these results are influenced by timing of payments. Regardless, this theme should
continue for the next few years. A reduction in government spending would decrease the deficit, but with the
possibility of infrastructure spending on the horizon, this is unlikely.

Exhibit 1

Business owners, consumers, and purchasing managers grew very optimistic after the election, but “hard” data
did not initially follow, resulting in a divergence between the former “soft” data and more empirical hard data,
illustrated by the chart in Exhibit 2. We have finally seen improvement in hard data, which is less volatile and
which actually spiked downward along with soft data after we wrote about this metric a year ago. The two metrics
had deviated the most since the tech boom, but more recently, we saw both spike and converge together after the
signing of tax legislation. We were worried that survey data might fall if there were delays in the administration’s
policy agenda, but hard data is catching up to expectations, and this is a good sign for the economy. Of the
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indexes that comprise hard data, there were big improvements in retail and housing, two significant components
of the consumption portion of GDP.
Exhibit 2

Capital Economics, a research firm in London, estimates that global growth, as measured by real GDP, will be
3.9% in 2018. The biggest question may be around Chinese growth, which makes up much of the emerging
market economy indices and is a big player in the world economy. The Chinese are attempting to reduce leverage
in their economy, which has been a major contributor to their past growth. They will attempt to do this in an
orderly fashion to minimize disruptions to their economy, but it is difficult to know if they will be successful.
Protectionist movements around the world are gaining traction, and more tariffs and trade wars could hamper
growth. World inflation is expected to tick up, albeit modestly. With European growth stronger than Japanese
growth, we favor Europe over Japan.
In summary, the United States should continue to lead the way for developed countries. The new tax legislation
should provide a boost to an already steadily growing economy. Germany is not far behind, however, and the rest
of Europe is picking up steam. There are, of course, risks to these projections, and we will discuss them in a later
section.

Equity Markets
After a strong start to the year, equity markets pulled back in February and fell into correction territory, down more
than 10% from their highs. The drop was caused by inflation fears after the Labor Department reported a 2.9%
increase in average hourly wages. Investors feared the Fed would be forced to act sooner and raise interest rates
faster than anticipated, and bond yields jumped. Prior to the pullback, the S&P 500 had been enjoying its longest
period (311 trading days) without a 3% sell-off (drawdown from peak). Historically, 3% selloffs generally happen
every 32-trading days. While the market move surprised many, it was the long period without a sell off which was
unusual.
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To put this sell-off in perspective, the chart in Exhibit 3 illustrates drawdowns going back to the 1950’s and shows
that the recent 10% drop is not that significant in an historical context. As market participants digested the idea of
increased volatility and the February wage growth report came in unremarkably, the market rebounded, recouping
a lot of its losses and even posting year-to-date gains in the mid-single digits.
Exhibit 3

On almost any metric, equity valuations have been rich. Price to Earnings, Price to Sales, and Price to Book ratios
are all at historically high levels for many of the equity indexes, making them susceptible to a near-term
correction. On the bright side, corporate fundamentals remain strong, and we still expect continued earnings
growth from the tax reform. Small company stocks tend to have a higher effective tax rate and may thus benefit
even more than their larger counterparts.
We do not anticipate the increase in volatility to dissipate. As mentioned earlier, a heightened level of volatility is
to be expected in the equity markets. The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index, commonly
known by its ticker symbol “VIX,” is a measure of the stock market's expectation of volatility as implied by S&P
500 index options. Since its 1990 inception, the VIX has averaged 19.35.
As seen in the chart in Exhibit 4, we had historically low levels of volatility heading into the recent correction. From
the start of 2017 through the early part of 2018, the VIX closed below 10 as many as 59 times. To put this in
perspective, over the 27 years from its inception through 2016, the VIX closed below 10 only nine times.
Furthermore, the average VIX closing price in 2017 was 11.09, the lowest on record.
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Exhibit 4

Last year was a great year for equities, and international markets outpaced the United States. Developed markets
outperformed the U.S. market slightly, but returns in emerging markets nearly doubled those in domestic markets.
Much of the story around the outperformance had to do with U.S. dollar weakness, which makes international
investing even more profitable when investors convert local currencies back into U.S. dollars. This may continue,
as currency trends tend to last for a while. From a valuation perspective, international markets compare more
favorably, with emerging markets offering the most attractive valuations on a P/E basis.
Thus far in 2018, emerging markets have continued to outpace developed markets, but developed international
has underperformed the U.S. This can be explained in part by strong performance in the technology sector. This
sector represents a greater proportion of the U.S. market than it does in other developed markets. Thus, strength
in this sector, coupled with strength in the consumer discretionary sector, is a bullish sign for equity markets. More
defensive sectors are in the red on a year-to-date basis. Such positioning indicates that investors are optimistic
and inclined toward investing in higher beta sectors.

Fixed Income
Fixed income markets also experienced volatility in the quarter. Following the passage of new tax legislation and
increased budget deficit, investors started to fear inflation again. Bond prices move inversely to bond yields and,
year to date, on an aggregated basis, bond prices are still in negative territory. The yield on 10-year Treasury
bonds rose from 2.40% at the start of the year to over 2.90%, before moderating. Yields had not reached this
level since 2013-2014, when the Fed began tapering bond purchases. On the positive side, the yield is now
around 2.85%, so if bond prices remain where they are currently, dividends paid throughout the year should make
up for much of the loss. However, we do expect yields to rise further. It currently looks like the Fed will raise rates
two more times, following their most recent hike of 0.25% this month.
High yield bond spreads, which indicate the level of compensation investors are demanding for taking on the
additional risk, can often serve as a proverbial canary in the coal mine for equity markets, too. Bondholders
demand more yield as risks increase. Most notably in the most recent correction, high yield credit spreads did
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widen, but not by much, as illustrated in Exhibit 5. If the economy was nearing a recession, we would expect the
spreads to widen more as bondholders grow concerned about getting paid back. We saw this happen before the
most recent financial crisis. Since the bond market did not sell off, this suggests the equity market sell-off was
likely driven by concern over valuations and not fundamentals. After all, the selloff was prompted by reports of
strong economic prospects, which led to fears of inflation and the Fed’s possible reaction to good news.
Exhibit 5

Recession watchers also closely monitor the shape of the yield curve as another possible leading indicator. The
yield curve, shown in Exhibit 6, is the curve of Treasury bonds with different maturities on the horizontal access
and yield on the vertical access. If the Fed were to raise short-term interest rates, but long-term interest rates
remained constant or even dropped, this would imply that investors were comfortable holding longer dated
Treasurys at lower yields. The curve would flatten and signal that investors had a negative view on the economy.
So far this year, the shift in the yield curve has been parallel, with yields of different maturities moving by roughly
the same amounts. This may have been helped, in part, by the Fed’s unwinding of its balance sheet. As bonds
held by the Fed mature, it is buying fewer long-dated bonds. Also, from a currency perspective, U.S. Treasury
bonds are becoming less attractive to foreign investors, which lessens demand and adds to upward yield
pressures.
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Exhibit 6

Overall, the risk-return relationship with bonds is improving, but not great. Duration on the aggregate bond index
is now close to six years, and the yield is approximately 2.75%. Credit spreads on corporate bonds are also tight.
While bonds are not without risk, they continue to serve as a good diversifier for equities, which also have high
valuations. For this reason, we feel that maintaining limited exposure to duration, or interest rate risk, in a portfolio
is prudent. Furthermore, we would recommend diversifying broadly, even within fixed income.

Risks to Our Outlook
Inflation
The correction we experienced in the first quarter was largely due to inflation concerns about an economy that
may be heating up. While inflation remains a risk, we feel this concern is currently overblown. That January spike
in wage growth seems to have been an outlier, and the February wage growth reading was tame. We have not
seen substantial inflation for many years, and although we continue to look for signs of inflation, we do not see
signs of significant pick up.
The 10-year break-even inflation rate, which is the market’s expectations of inflation, peaked at 2.14% on
February 2, slightly above the Fed’s target of 2%. Inflation may tick higher, but this is not inherently a bad thing.
As we detailed in a previously published white paper on inflation, gradual inflation creates an urgency to purchase
goods and services today before prices rise tomorrow and can provide momentum for economic growth. Modest
inflation also allows corporations to raise prices. Central banks around the world have been trying to get inflation
up, so they can normalize rates, giving them more tools when we do enter a recession.
While we feel inflation risks are overstated at this time, many market concerns remain, include geopolitical risks,
the future of global interest rate policy, political turmoil and thus policy uncertainty, a China slowdown, and a trade
war escalation over tariffs.
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Geopolitical concerns
North Korea’s agreeing to discuss denuclearization with President Trump was welcomed news, but there is still
much uncertainty around what will come out of this meeting. However, it appears a step in the right direction, and
we are optimistic. North Korea has been getting most of the headline attention lately, but there are still other areas
to watch.
The Trump administration recently applied new sanctions to five entities and 19 individuals in Russia after the
U.S. and European allies condemned Russia for a nerve agent attack on a former double agent living in Britain.
The U.K. viewed this as an assault on U.K. sovereignty. The Russians did not take kindly to this and vowed to
retaliate through official channels before making a public announcement. An international feud with Russia would
have many investment implications.
Central bank policy
The invisible, or perhaps not so invisible, hand of central banks has been backstopping equity markets for some
time, but this tailwind will become a headwind as they unwind their accommodative policies. The Fed has been
raising interest rates for a couple years and has recently started unwinding their balance sheet. As bonds mature,
the Federal Reserve is not reinvesting all of the proceeds. The Fed has taken the lead in reversing these policies,
but other central banks are not far behind. Jerome Powell replaced Janet Yellen as the new Fed Chair, increasing
uncertainty. He has been on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors since his nomination by Barack Obama in
2011. Thus, he has experience with the Federal Reserve, but he is new to the Chair position, and investors will be
hanging on every word at his press conferences. Rightly or wrongly, any misstep in his public address could
cause markets to react. We saw this already in his first hearing before congress as Chairman. In the question and
answer session, Powell mentioned the possibility of four interest rate hikes in 2018. The market retreated on the
mere mention of the possibility, and the odds implied in futures markets for a fourth hike went from 20% to 33%.
Political turmoil
Around the world, political turmoil may arise from unexpected election results or corruption scandals. There are
many important elections this year. In the United States, the midterm elections are in November, but political
rhetoric has never really abated since the last presidential election. If the Democrats can secure a majority in the
Senate, this could present a roadblock to President Trump’s legislative agenda. A recent Democrat win in a
predominantly red state, Pennsylvania, may foreshadow midterm result. Abroad, there are upcoming elections in
the United Kingdom, Mexico and Ireland. Italy went to the polls this quarter, making an anti-establishment party,
the 5 Star Movement, one of its largest parties in parliament. This creates uncertainty, as how they will govern at
a national level is relatively unknown.
Political scandals are also on the rise, with Israel’s Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu facing a possible
indictment for corruption. In addition, Japan’s Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, offered to resign a year ago if evidence
linked him to a real estate scandal. Now, it is being reported that Japanese officials tampered with official
documents, deleting references to his wife and senior members of his party. Abe is the third-longest serving
Prime Minister in post-war Japan and has been a source of stability for the country since assuming office in 2012.
Meanwhile, in the United States, the Mueller investigation also continues.
China
China’s GDP growth in 2017 picked up to 6.9% on a yearly basis, but is expected to slow next year. The
government is reining in borrowing, which has driven much of China’s previous growth. The government is also
addressing pollution, which may drag on the economy. China is looking to move to a slower yet more sustainable
rate of growth, but it will be a balancing act, and there could be miscalculations along the way. In addition, a trade
war may also hurt China in the near term.
Policy uncertainty
Potential policy missteps in the United States remain a concern as well. We had been worried that optimism was
high and policy delays would cause optimism to fade. However, tax legislation was passed, and there is a
bipartisan banking reform bill, passed by the Senate and making its way to the House, that would reduce
regulations on small- to mid-size banks. Furthermore, risks remain around foreign trade as more tariffs are
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implemented for steel and aluminum. The worry is that other countries may retaliate by raising tariffs in industries
such as agriculture.

Equity Valuations and Bond Credit Spreads
The recent correction helped to moderate valuations, but they still remain high. Volatility may increase if we see
any of the risks noted above come to fruition. High yield spreads are also relatively tight, so there is room for
widening there as well.

Investment Implications
The economy has not yet seen nor felt the full impact of the tax cuts enacted earlier in the year. The effects may
in fact not be visible until later in the year and into 2019, when corporations get a better sense for their new tax
liabilities. We anticipate the U.S. economy will continue to grow around 3% for the year. At the same time,
valuations are already high in equities, and credit spreads remain relatively tight. With this backdrop, we continue
to recommend positioning portfolios close to benchmark and not deviating too far from long-term targeted
allocations.
In equities, U.S. corporations should see a tailwind from aforementioned tax cuts but developed international
markets show more favorable valuations and should benefit from a potentially weakening U.S. dollar. After the tax
cuts take full effect, there could be an opportunity to overweight international markets.
Domestically, we favor large companies, which would benefit should the weaker dollar trend continue. A weaker
dollar makes exports cheaper for foreign buyers and thus stimulates demand for domestic products and service.
Our overweight to large cap, however, is modest. Smaller companies tend to have higher effective tax rates, so
they are likely to enjoy a greater benefit from any reduction in U.S. tax rates. Between growth and value, we are
fairly neutral. Growth tends to do better late in the economic cycle and in slow growth environments such as we
are experiencing now, but has already seen a lot of outperformance, and valuations on a relative basis are higher
even after factoring in growth rates.
Internationally, we have an allocation to emerging markets, which is out of our benchmark, but favor developed
markets. While emerging markets have higher growth prospects, these stocks performed well in 2017. Although it
is not our base case scenario, a rising U.S. dollar could present a headwind for emerging market stocks.
Looking to bond markets, we continue to recommend diversification among risk factors such as duration, credit
quality, sector and structure. Although yields have risen, we expect them to continue to rise over the course of the
year, so we remain underweight duration, but still recommend having duration in the portfolio. High quality bonds,
such as Treasurys, can be one of the best ways to hedge a portfolio against equity drawdowns. The additional
yield over Treasury bonds, also referred to as the credit spread, is relatively low for high yield bonds. We don’t
feel these bonds are as attractive for this reason, so we have been scaling back exposure to this asset class.
Finally, for broader diversification, we continue to recommend including an allocation to alternative investment
styles and asset classes, which have lower correlations to bonds and stocks, could provide protection against
unforeseen volatility in these more traditional investments.
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Appendix – U.S. Economic Overview
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Economic Indicator
US Nonfarm Monthly Payrolls ('000)
US Total Nonfarm Payrolls - YoY Change
U3 Unemployment Rate
U6 Unemployment Rate
Quit Rate
Initial Jobless Claims ('000) 4 Wk. MA - Month End
KC Fed LMCI Momentum Indicator
Employment to Population Ratio

Source
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Employment and Training Administration
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

US Retail Sales - YoY Change
Vehicle Sales (Mil. Units, annualized)
Personal Savings Rate

U.S. Bureau of the Census
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Industrial Production - YoY Change
Capacity Utilization
Core Capital Goods Orders - YoY Change

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US)
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US)
U.S. Bureau of the Census

Building Permits ('000)
Housing Starts ('000)
New Home Sales
S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index (20 city) - YoY Change
Total Construction Spending - YoY Change

U.S. Bureau of the Census
U.S. Bureau of the Census
U.S. Bureau of the Census
S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC
U.S. Bureau of the Census

ISM Manufacturing Composite
ISM Manufacturing New Orders
ISM Non-Manufacturing Composite
ISM Non-Manufacturing New Orders
U. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment

Institute for Supply Management
Institute for Supply Management
Institute for Supply Management
Institute for Supply Management
University of Michigan

Consumer Price Index (CPI) - YoY Change
Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) - YoY Change
Producer Price Index (PPI) - YoY Change
Average Hourly Earnings - YoY Change

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Real GDP - QoQ (SAAR)
Real GDP - YoY Change

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Yield Curve - Month End
Leading Index for the United States

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

This report is created by Cetera Investment Management LLC.
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About Cetera® Investment Management
Cetera Investment Management LLC is an SEC registered investment adviser owned by Cetera Financial Group®.
Cetera Investment Management provides market perspectives, portfolio guidance and other investment advice to
its affiliated broker-dealers, dually registered broker-dealers and registered investment advisers.
About Cetera Financial Group®
Cetera Financial Group (“Cetera") is a leading network of independent firms empowering the delivery of
professional financial advice to individuals, families and company retirement plans across the country through
trusted financial advisors and financial institutions. Cetera is the second-largest independent financial advisor
network in the nation by number of advisors, as well as a leading provider of retail services to the investment
programs of banks and credit unions.
Through its multiple distinct firms, Cetera offers independent and institutions-based advisors the benefits of a
large, established broker-dealer and registered investment adviser, while serving advisors and institutions in a
way that is customized to their needs and aspirations. Advisor support resources offered through Cetera include
award-winning wealth management and advisory platforms, comprehensive broker-dealer and registered
investment adviser services, practice management support and innovative technology. For more information, visit
cetera.com.
"Cetera Financial Group" refers to the network of independent retail firms encompassing, among others, Cetera
Advisors, Cetera Advisor Networks, Cetera Investment Services (marketed as Cetera Financial Institutions),
Cetera Financial Specialists, First Allied Securities, and Summit Brokerage Services. All firms are members
FINRA/SIPC.

Disclosures
The material contained in this document was authored by and is the property of Cetera Investment Management
LLC. Cetera Investment Management provides investment management and advisory services to a number of
programs sponsored by affiliated and non-affiliated registered investment advisers. Your registered representative
or investment adviser representative is not registered with Cetera Investment Management and did not take part
in the creation of this material. He or she may not be able to offer Cetera Investment Management portfolio
management services.
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as offering or disseminating specific investment, tax, or legal
advice to any individual without the benefit of direct and specific consultation with an investment adviser
representative authorized to offer Cetera Investment Management services. Information contained herein shall
not constitute an offer or a solicitation of any services. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
For more information about Cetera Investment Management, please reference the Cetera Investment
Management LLC Form ADV disclosure brochure and the disclosure brochure for the registered investment
adviser your adviser is registered with. Please consult with your adviser for his or her specific firm registrations
and programs available.
No independent analysis has been performed and the material should not be construed as investment advice.
Investment decisions should not be based on this material since the information contained here is a singular
update, and prudent investment decisions require the analysis of a much broader collection of facts and context.
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its
completeness or accuracy. The opinions expressed are as of the date published and may change without notice.
Any forward-looking statements are based on assumptions, may not materialize, and are subject to revision.
All economic and performance information is historical and not indicative of future results. The market indices
discussed are not actively managed. Investors cannot directly invest in unmanaged indices. Please consult your
financial advisor for more information.
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Additional risks are associated with international investing, such as currency fluctuations, political and economic
instability, and differences in accounting standards.
Glossary

The S&P 500 is an index of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity and industry grouping (among other
factors) designed to be a leading indicator of U.S. equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of
the large cap universe.
The S&P Growth Index is a float adjusted, market capitalization weighted index of 317 stocks drawn from the S&P
500 Index that exhibit strong growth characteristics. S&P Dow Jones Indices uses three factors to measure
growth: sales growth, the ratio of earnings change to price, and momentum.
The S&P Value Index is a float adjusted, market capitalization weighted index of 364 stocks drawn from the S&P
500 Index that exhibit strong value characteristics. S&P Dow Jones Indices uses three factors to measure value:
the ratios of book value, earnings and the sales to price sales metric.
The S&P MidCap 400 provides investors with a benchmark for mid-sized companies. The index, which is distinct
from the large-cap S&P 500®, measures the performance of 400 mid-sized companies, representing more than
7% of available market cap.
The S&P MidCap 400 Growth Index represents the growth companies of the S&P MidCap 400 Index which itself
is composed of mid-cap stocks from the broad U.S. equity market. Growth companies are identified by three
factors: book value to price ratio, earnings to price ratio, and sales to price ratio.
The S&P MidCap 400 Value Index represents the value companies of the S&P MidCap 400 Index which itself is
composed of mid-cap stocks from the broad U.S. equity market. Value companies are identified by three factors:
book value to price ratio, earnings to price ratio, and sales to price ratio.
The S&P SmallCap 600 measures the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity market. Introduced in 1994, the index
is designed to track the performance of 600 small-size companies in the U.S, reflecting this market segment’s
distinctive risk and return characteristics. The index measures a segment of the market that is typically known for
less liquidity and potentially less financial stability than large-caps, the index was constructed to be an efficient
benchmark composed of small-cap companies that meet investability and financial viability criteria.
The S&P SmallCap 600 Growth Index represents the growth companies of the S&P S&P SmallCap 600 Index
which itself is composed of small cap stocks from the broad U.S. equity market. Growth companies are identified
by three factors: book value to price ratio, earnings to price ratio, and sales to price ratio.
The S&P SmallCap 600 Value Index represents the value companies of the S&P SmallCap 600 Index which itself
is composed of small-cap stocks from the broad U.S. equity market. Value companies are identified by three
factors: book value to price ratio, earnings to price ratio, and sales to price ratio.
The MSCI EAFE is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets (Europe,
Australasia, Far East) excluding the U.S. and Canada. The Index is market-capitalization weighted.
The MSCI EAFE Growth index represents large and mid cap securities exhibiting overall growth style
characteristics across Developed Markets countries around the world, excluding the US and Canada.
The MSCI EAFE Value index represents large and mid cap securities exhibiting overall value style characteristics
across Developed Markets countries around the world, excluding the US and Canada.
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The MSCI Emerging Markets is designed to measure equity market performance in global emerging markets. It is
a float-adjusted market capitalization index.
The MSCI Europe Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure developed
market equity performance in Europe.
The MSCI Pacific Index captures large and mid cap representation across 5 Developed Markets (DM) countries in
the Pacific region. With 470 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market
capitalization in each country.
The MSCI ACWI is a free float‐adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the
equity market performance of developed and emerging markets. The MSCI ACWI consists of 46 country indexes
comprising 23 developed and 23 emerging market country indexes. The developed market country indexes
included are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and the United States. The emerging market country indexes included are: Brazil, Chile, China,
Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Qatar, Russia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey* and United Arab Emirates.
The CBOE Volatility Index® (VIX®) is a key measure of market expectations of near-term volatility conveyed by
S&P 500 stock index option prices.
The U.S. Dollar Index is a weighted geometric mean that provides a value measure of the United States dollar
relative to a basket of major foreign currencies. The index, often carrying a USDX or DXY moniker, started in
March 1973, beginning with a value of the U.S. Dollar Index at 100.000. It has since reached a February 1985
high of 164.720, and has been as low as 70.698 in March 2008.

The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, which was originally called the Lehman Aggregate Bond
Index, is a broad based flagship benchmark that measures the investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixedrate taxable bond market. The index includes Treasuries, government–related and corporate debt securities, MBS
(agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM pass-throughs), ABS and CMBS (agency and non-agency) debt securities that
are rated at least Baa3 by Moody’s and BBB- by S&P. Taxable municipals, including Build America bonds and a
small amount of foreign bonds traded in U.S. markets are also included. Eligible bonds must have at least one
year until final maturity, but in practice the index holdings has a fluctuating average life of around 8.25 years. This
total return index, created in 1986 with history backfilled to January 1, 1976, is unhedged and rebalances monthly
The Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield Index measures the USD-denominated, non-investment grade,
fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market. Securities are classified as high yield if the middle rating of Moody's,
Fitch, and S&P is Ba1/BB+/BB+ or below, excluding emerging market debt. Payment-in-kind and bonds with
predetermined step-up coupon provisions are also included. Eligible securities must have at least one year until
final maturity, but in practice the index holdings has a fluctuating average life of around 6.3 years. This total return
unhedged index was created in 1986, with history backfilled to July 1, 1983 and rebalances monthly.
The Bloomberg Barclays US Municipal Bond Index covers the USD-denominated long-term tax exempt bond
market. The index has four main sectors: state and local general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, insured
bonds, and prerefunded bonds. Many of the subindicies of the Municipal Index have historical data to January
1980. In addition, several subindicies based on maturity and revenue source have been created, some with
inception dates after January 1980, but no later than July 1, 1993. Eligible securities must be rated investment
grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by Moody’s and S&P and have at least one year until final maturity, but in practice
the index holdings has a fluctuating average life of around 12.8 years. This total return index is unhedged and
rebalances monthly.
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